
How Inverse Chain Technology 
sheds “backup to tape” legacy 
Only a true backup to advanced disk (B2AD) solution allows the 
most efficient, fast, and flexible data backup available, while 
also integrating backup, DR, and archival
Is your data backup solution still "stuck on tape"? It may be implemented using only 
disk drives, yet there is a good chance it uses backup software designed to support 
backup to tape (B2T).

Backup to disk (B2D) solutions are designed to use only the most basic file system 
capabilities of disk arrays. This design choice facilitates backward-compatibility, and 
ensures support of archives (tapes that have been sent to an offsite vault). But - It 
also means that these B2D solutions are designed in a way which cannot leverage 
the full advanced storage capabilities of advanced disk backup devices.

A modern backup solution needs a different approach. This whitepaper calls for 
backup to advanced disk (B2AD): Backup that fully leverages the capabilities of disk 
drives and SSDs. This paper explains how Datto BDR appliances have delivered the 
first B2AD solution to meet the range of features and performance demanded by 
modern Disaster Recovery as a Service (DRaaS) customers.

Tape limitations spun into backup to disk (B2D) 
Modern backup solutions for PCs and open systems trace their roots back to the 
1980s (see table 1). Since then, there were missed opportunities at each evolutionary 
step to fully embrace the capabilities of newly available technology. This was no 
accident, as backup and archival, by its very nature, has to place an emphasis on 
supporting technology of the past. As a result, most backup software products today 
are incapable of using the full potential of disk.

Incremental backups have reduced the load on backup clients and the network, 
while reducing backup storage consumption. They were beneficial for tape media, 
which needed to be rotated and sent offsite when WAN replication was prohibitively 
expensive - or impossible. However, the common implementation of incremental 
backups has led to significant and unrecognized overhead and limitations. 

With the common full/incremental backup type, a full backup is 
placed into one file, while incremental changes are saved into 
separate files. Metadata within those files (or within a backup 
catalog) identifies the dependencies between the files, creating 
a backup chain. This leaves the incrementals as unconstructed 
backups - each has dependencies (and thus are at higher risk), 
or delayed access time (to apply incremental changes to a base). 
These rebuilds create a persistent RTO challenge, even if just 
restoring a single file.

Advanced disk is not leveraged
Today, backup software using advanced disk arrays as backup 
devices handles them identical to the way it handles a flash 
USB stick. Meanwhile, the backup chain has evolved to be a file 
system that provides storage independence - implemented on top 
of another file system. For disk arrays that are used as backup 
storage, recent advances such as block deduplication and write 
coalescing are at best only indirectly leveraged.

For example, how can a backup system minimize the challenges 
and risks with incrementals? One method is to decrease the 
backup frequency, leading to less desirable RPOs. Another is 
refreshing the base full backup on a regular basis, adding stress 
and overhead to the backup system as it copies existing backup 

data sets (or synthesizes a new base full backup) during these 
backup copy jobs. The copies can be addressed with expensive 
purpose-built backup appliances (PBBAs), but before long - 85% 
of the the backup solution hardware is doing nothing but making or 
synthesizing full copies, and then deduplicating copies.  Lightweight 
solutions that begin with virtual backup servers soon require 
standalone physical backup proxies to handle these demands.

B2AD solution: ZFS snapshots as recovery points 
Why continue to stick to methods using separate full and 
incremental backup data files, and complex backup chain 
algorithms? The surge of flash during the next decade will make 
tape storage (and sequential-access devices in general) even more 
outdated.  What if backup started to use all of the rich capabilities 
advanced disk has to offer? Consider the native capabilities of an 
advanced disk storage system using the ZFS file system, such 
as redirecting snapshots and zero-copy clones (see datto.com/
technologies/advanced-storage).

Datto BDR appliances, leveraging ZFS, manage the “deltas” 
between backups using the redirecting snapshot capabilities of 
ZFS. As opposed to a traditional backup chain of many files, this is 
called an inverse backup chain (the chain being within the storage, 

Early 
1980s

Personal computers are inherently unreliable. Networks 
are slow and unstandardized, incapable of supporting 
network backup. Backup to tape (B2T) dominates 
due to cost and density, with ability to physically 
transport data for offsite protection.

1982-
1988

Advances in LANs enable centralized backup manage-
ment (the 2-tier backup architecture) to direct-attached 
devices. Incremental backup strategies evolve that 
help reduce load on stressed production servers, and 
make full backups less frequent, but creates backup 
chains.

1988-
1993

LAN speeds continue to increase. Backup software 
products now back up over the network to centralized 
storage. WAN bandwidth remains limited - tape 
transportability help offsite backup. Tape libraries 
evolve, and become widely supported.

1993-
1998 

Hard disk prices decrease, while capacity increase, 
creating real B2D option. Virtual tape libraries (VTLs) 
introduced:  disk arrays that emulate real tape 
libraries for backup SW compatibility, offering 
performance increases (HDDs support direct access, 
tape limited to sequential access). Staging (D2D2T) still 
required tape-friendly intermediate stages.

1999-
2003

Backup becomes top consumer of networking. Ad-
vanced file systems evolve with write coalescing, 
and CoW snapshots, clones, but most of those 
features unused natively by B2D solutions. Second 
gen VTLs offer dedup, but struggle w/ performance.

2004-
2008

PBBAs w/ advanced file systems offer high deduplica-
tion w/ fast ingest, improving disk affordability vs tape. 
PBBAs as backup targets provide B2D benefits 
of data reduction w/o impacting backward tape 
compatibility. 

2009-
Today

Agent-based deduplication accelerators add to 
spiraling cost and complexity. Boom in virtualization and 
agentless backup. BaaS and DRaaS becoming a viable 
option. Hybrid flash accelerates backup storage, 
but advanced disk features still not used.

Table 1: History of backup of PCs and open 
systems, 1980s to present (2016)
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instead of outside of it). The backup system no longer needs to 
maintain all of the backup chain metadata (the dependencies) on 
its own via separating full and incremental backup data sets into 
separate files (see figure 1).

ZFS snapshots provide “views” into the past of the backup data 
set, where each “view”  is a snapshot representing a recovery 
point. With inverse backup chains, backup systems move from 
maintaining backups in an unconstructed state - to each and 
every backup being fully constructed. That means recovery points 
are Ready to view for file-level recovery, ready to be virtualized, 
and ready to read for restore. In summary:

An inverse backup chain is the direct use of the snapshot 
capabilities of an advanced storage systems to track and manage 

“deltas” between backup data sets. Each backup is now a fully 
constructed, ready-to-use view. 

Datto’s Inverse Chain Technology (ICT)
Datto BDR solutions integrate a B2AD approach with the 
coordination of backup management with ZFS snapshots, and 
this is referred to as Inverse Chain Technology (ICT) (See datto.com/
technologies/inverse-chain-technology). The hybrid flash 
architecture, as well as the new all-flash S3X1 and SIRIS Virtual, 
benefit from ICT.

WIth an intelligent B2AD approach, the backup implementation 
no longer requires purchase of additional HW to deduplicate data 
across backup data sets. And more frequent backups are now 
possible (even near-continuous), which then lowers RPOs. 

Datto combines backup and archival intelligently, into a single cost-
effective solution. The non-duplication of backups allows Datto to 
provide the first, most competitively priced, long-term retention 
and archival data protection program in the entire industry with 
Infinite Cloud Retention (ICR). 

Restoring individual files from unconstructed backups has always 
been a challenge. Traditional backup and B2D solutions need 
to index all files in all backups (even within image backups), as 
searching through unconstructed backups can take a long time. 
B2AD, and keeping all backups fully constructed, is the key to 
enabling features like Backup Insights - with no indexing load. 

More ICT and B2AD benefits
• Future-ready, today - B2AD is SSD-friendly and ready for the 

next generation of backup media
• Additional data reduction within ZFS - Compression, block 

deduplication, variable-length blocks, and more
• Lower RPO - 5-10 minuite backup frequency possible
• Reverse synthetics can’t cut out tape legacy - Backup data set 

copies still required, placing demading loads to backup storage 
and backup servers - leaving most backups unconstructed, while 
creating demand for file indexing

• Scheduling decoupled - No need to coordinate between the 
incremental backup schedule, and what is kept for long-term 
retention (archival)

• Not all backup appliances are the same - Most are integrated 
B2D solutions, not B2AD

Traditional backup chain challenges Why Inverse backup chain benefits Why

More resources (backup proxies, stor-
age) for making copies of backup sets

Full copies of full backup sets made to prevent 
backup chains from being excessively long

One backup appliance handles many cli-
ents, plus DR and sandbox testing

Deduplication backup devices suggested, 
adding cost and complexity

Full copies made of backup data sets on a 
scheduled basis to cut backup chain length

Expensive additional deduplication back-
up storage devices not needed

Separate solutions for backup and 
archival

Long-term retention needs full copies of back-
up data sets, requiring more disk

Unification of backup and archival

Slow virtualization (higher RTO) or re-
store of anything other than last full copy  

Most backup data sets are unconstructed 
backups

Instant Virtualization = Lowest RTO
datto.com/technologies/instant-virtualization

Infrequent backup testing / extra HW 
required

Reconstruction required for each consumes 
resources and space

Frequent, automated backup testing w/ 
no impact on production servers

FIle indexing adds and resource require-
ments to backup servers

Unconstructed backups prohibitively time-con-
suming to browse

Backup Insights
datto.com/technologies/backup-insights

Table 2: Challenges of traditional backup chains, and how inverse backup chains addresses those challenges
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Conclusion 
Break away from the hidden limitations in your B2D 
from the legacy of tape. Start using a true “built for 
advanced disk” backup solution today, by stop letting all 
that advanced FS horsepower go to waste. 

This is proven technology, and is the cornerstone of 
what has enabled Datto to have delivered Inverse Chain 
Technology in over 60,000 devices. 

Inverse Chain Technology is available today with every 
Datto SIRIS and Datto ALTO product.

Figure 1: Traditional backup chains compared to Datto’s Inverse Chain Technology, 
which utilizes inverse backup chains

The smartest deduplication is to 
not unnecessarily duplicate

Not even between backup and 
archive

All backups data sets - all 
recovery points - are fully 

constructed backups


